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AP&S COVER STORY

AP&S sets new wafer processing
standards with next-gen
technologies
The wet process and manufacturing service experts at AP&S are setting
new benchmarks for semiconductor wafer surface performance
through expansions, partnerships and by incorporating AI and AR into
their portfolio to transform the customer service experience.

AP&S INTERNATIONAL GmbH (Donaueschingen,
Germany) may perhaps be best known for its
semiconductor wafer surface treatment expertise.
From wet bench single- and multi-wafer platforms to
cleaning and precision materials applications, the
company has outfitted IC manufacturers across the
globe. But there is much more to AP&S besides wafer
processing and equipment service. And their portfolio
is growing.
The company has celebrated many awards and
industry ‘first’s throughout its history, but a large
part of its efforts to diversify and expand services in
the last two years has been tied to an overarching
concern for customer satisfaction. Three main areas
exemplify their approach. First, the addition of new
clean room space at the headquarters facility was
a substantial investment to enhance the company’s
ability to test equipment under real-world conditions.
Beyond new cleanroom space, AP&S made other
substantial commitments to expand its Demo Center
where customers, field service engineers and other
company personnel can see, test and operate
various machine configurations. AP&S has also
grown through investing and partnering with tepcon,
a company renowned for its Industry 4.0 automation
technologies; machine networking; enhanced
human-machine interfaces (HMI), as well as work in
artificial intelligence which also ties to its augmented
reality (AR) programme portfolio. And the company
continues to enhance and expand its hallmark wet
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bench solutions as exemplified by the Vulcanio system
for under bump metallization (UBM) processes.
AP&S CEO, Alexandra Laufer-Müller, started to move
the company towards greater levels of automation
before the practices were widespread across every
sector of semiconductor manufacturing. The 2016
tepcon investment showed leadership at a time when
Industry 4.0 initiatives were in their early stages and
digitalization within semiconductor manufacturing was
progressing at different rates. The investment began
showing dividends and by 2017 AP&S was using new
augmented reality programmes with the Microsoft
HoloLens and other AR/VR headgear to enhance
machine performance data review in ways that were
not only visually exciting but much more efficient
and interactive. Christoph Kluge, tepcon’s Managing
Director, noted that service and maintenance
operations across semiconductor manufacturing is
quickly automating to gain greater efficiency and
reduce cost while leveraging the data collected
through many platforms to deliver greater situational
awareness across a manufacturing floor.
“Machine monitoring by humans, as we know the
process from the past, is no longer necessary and
won’t exist in the future,” explained Kluge, Head of
the Software Department at AP&S and Managing
Director of tepcon GmbH, an AP&S subsidiary. “In
the condition monitoring area our solutions provide a
configurable visualization of real-time data in tables,
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Operators begin wafer processing
using the AP&S GigaStep with
a pre-defined recipe
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AP&S surface
preparation
systems
handle singleand multiwafer batch
requirements

graphics or flow diagrams, monitoring of threshold
values and very timely alerts through via email,
SMS or WhatsApp. The customer can intervene
flexibly from anywhere at any time via his mobile
device. Machine failures can be avoided in real time.
Analyzing process data enables the recording and
tracking of recipes. Incorrect operations can be seen
through a comparison with historical data, which leads
to an optimization of recipe sequences and efficient
planning of service assignments.”
Kluge went on to say that while tepcon is specialized
in software that provides condition monitoring,
machine learning, AR and telematics solutions for
manufacturers and the machines they build, what
sets tepcon capabilities apart from others is the use
of a unique Industrial IoT (IIoT) portal that acts as a
gateway for collecting, storing and utilizing critical
data points.
“This interconnection brings some substantial
advantages. For example, important data from a wet
process machine generated by machine monitoring
software can be visualized as a 3D overlay via
augmented reality. As a result, when walking past the
machine, the operator can read critical values of the
system via his smartphone or a Microsoft HoloLens or
another device. There is no need to log-in to retrieve
some data archives. In addition, there are valuable
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synergy effects from the interconnection of condition
monitoring and machine learning solutions too,” he
said.
According to Kluge and other AP&S experts, the way
a manufacturing floor operates is going to change
radically within the next five to 10 years, with more
efforts directed towards automation and preventative
maintenance; reducing downtime will be optimized to
increase overall efficiency. One of the real challenges
that today’s manufacturers also face is how to
maintain high levels of efficiency and production in
markets where skilled labor is scarce.
“AI and AR are essential key technologies to solve
the shortage of skilled workers in mechanical
engineering. AI offers the opportunity to ‘listen and
see’ into the machine and to assess and predict
its condition. Previously, this was possible only by
experienced employees that through their many years
of professional experience, these skilled workers
developed a fine feel for the ways machines operate
so they could assess the status of a system over
time. Today, vibration sensors can take this role:
the vibration of the machine can be automatically
recorded and evaluated by accelerometer sensors.
The data can be used for making predictions for
maintenance cycles. Over time with machine learning
these predictions get better and better until they
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become correct most of the time, which is a huge
advantage for the customer.”
“Semiconductor manufacturing is extremely
complex and these complexities grow with each new
generation of technology. Everything that we can do to
simplify the process from the customers’ perspective
is an important and valuable addition,” he said.
While Kluge emphasized the role of tepcon expertise
in preventative maintenance, he also explained ways
that the same technology can be used as a training
tool for service personnel – to help pass along
accumulated knowledge. They can leverage the
software’s capabilities to remember everything while
being more than an archive – the system becomes an
intelligent partner in the development of performance
enhancement strategies. Variations of the software
enable a potential customer to visit AP&S facilities
remotely, and participate in meetings with service
managers, engineers and other process tool experts
in collaborations that were never before possible,
pointing to the long-term possibilities of this evolving
technology.
One place where tepcon technology is already
enhancing other aspects of AP&S services is in the
company’s Demo Center at its headquarters. The
largest investment was in new clean
room space which enables real
world operational conditions for a
wide variety of process tools
and related hardware. The
expansion offers ISO5 cleanroom
space with state-of-the-art
3D microscopic substrate
inspection and structure
measurement. The company’s
topographic measurement
capabilities complements
other skill sets to create an
in-house laboratory for tool
demonstrations, process
evaluations, tests, and inhouse training programmes.

Zürcher explained that while coming to the Demo
Center in person is the best way to see a tool in
action, remote access is possible, so a customer can
visit the Demo Center via a video feed or augmented
reality for some demonstrations. The advantage of
1:1, personal exchanges with the engineers who build
AP&S systems remains the top-draw for being there in
person.
“In all our tools, webcams are installed to enable
a remote access to the demo in case someone
cannot come personally to AP&S. Within a process
demonstration, videos are typically taken and
afterwards are shared with the customer together with
a detailed test report including all relevant process
and tool parameters, chemical consumption, etc.
This also enables customers to calculate a cost of
ownership of the equipment they are considering,” he
explained.
Zürcher said that while enabling equipment
demonstrations is a key Demo Center benefit,
the facility also serves as a research hub where
discoveries aid the development of new wafer
processing tools, techniques and service processes.
“We were motivated to perform process
demonstrations under production related conditions
combined with achieving ‘best practices’ for the
performance of our tools. We can evaluate the tool
performance and external effects, like airborne
particles; we can test their impacts.
Particle contamination is of
course to be avoided.

“We see the ability to have an
intensive dialogue with our
customers as the basis for our
success. The Demo Center
creates a perfect ‘room’ for
knowledge exchange and
joint research projects with
our customers and partners.
Furthermore, it is a factor that
distinguishes us from other wet
process solution suppliers in our
market who usually do not have
an in-house laboratory,” remarked
Stefan Zürcher, Team Leader of
Process Engineering & Laboratory at
AP&S.

The Vulcanio
eLess plating
wet bench
system delivers
advanced
under bump
metallization
performance
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The Vulcanio wet bench system is constantly studied
to improve upon its class-leading capabilities. As
device geometries shrink and height requirements
become more stringent, more devices are moving
away from wire bonding to flip chip designs, including
MEMS components that may range from microphones
to sensors of many types; MEMS devices are also
actuators and essential control system elements.

Handling service assignments is easier thanks to virtual data that can include
step-by-step instructions downloaded via AR glasses and processed oneto-one on the machine. Even untrained personnel can handle many repairs
error-free

We can also ensure that wafers processed in our
AP&S Demo Center are clean so that they can be
directly transferred back to a customer’s facility for
subsequent process steps or to their metrology
department,” he explained, noting that AP&S also
offers particle counters for liquids and cleanroom
gases that give customers and the company more
data for ongoing improvement and quality control.
The company’s renowned attention to detail and
customer satisfaction also helps fuel their R&D
programmes including ongoing updates to the
company’s extensive hardware portfolio.

Acceleration sensors in AP&S tools enable remote monitoring so that service
intervals are anticipated ahead of a breakdown. Many conclusions can be
drawn utilizing vibrations detected by sensors; up to 40,000 values per second
(40 KHz) per sensor are captured to monitor rotation, pressure and overall
performance
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“The AP&S Vulcanio system utilizes under bump
metallization to support device shrink and better
reliability. Device input and output pads need a
solderable surface to be an interface between the I/O
pad and the solder bump—the UBM. This surface is
typically a thin, multi-layer metal film between the pad
material and the solder bump. It acts as a diffusion
barrier to stabilize IMP‘s. The UBM is also the right
(technology) in the context of the ongoing MEMS
development, too, as MEMS devices will also shrink
massively,” explained Tobias Bausch, the AP&S Vice
President of Sales & Marketing.
The company has sharpened the performance
of Vulcanio since its inception, first moving under
bump metallization to lead-free solders for underfill
helical interconnections between 200-100 micron.
Most manufacturers today are utilizing 50-20
micron underfill while future requirements will
include much tighter tolerances “We are already
anticipating customers in the future will focus on
nano interconnects with 10-1 micron underfill,” he
added. The Vulcanio wet bench is an electroless
or auto-catalytic deposition system that operates
without external electrical power to energize metallic
deposition. Electroless or ‘eLess’ deposition is
preferred for integrated circuit wet bench applications.
“To reach optimal electroless process results the
following aspects are critical, which are all covered
with the AP&S Vulcanio wet bench – the eLess
chemistry needs closed loop control to ensure stable
IMP results and to prevent IMP changes during
additional processing steps. On-line analytic and insitu dosing is needed for process and device stability.
Finally, a detailed process interaction modeling
assessment is needed to define processing windows,”
he explained.
“Our Vulcanio wet bench shows excellent reliability
performance, which has been demonstrated from
40-90 degrees C. It also provides superior over nickel
and gold structures. Thanks to our superior control
system, metal thickness from 0.05 µm to 5 µm is
possible without sacrificing performance. Thinner gold
layers also reduce cost while helping to reduce the
risk of gold embrittlement in solder joints. These many
advantages have led to the system’s long use within
the market. Our constant analysis of performance
and optimization through close cooperation with
our customers along with scientifically proven good
performance has led to the very positive customer
feedback,” he concluded.
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